Major Opponents
The Reformation in England
Part 2 – Opponents and Leaders
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Christ Church, Oxford

Henry’s chief minister
Archbishop of York (1514), Cardinal (1515)
Worked for Henry as a statesman and administrator.
Loved wealth, show. Hampton Court was his palace.
1523 – made Prince Bishop of Durham
1525-dissolved abbeys in Ipswich & Oxford.
Established own colleges – Cardinal College now Christ Church, Oxford
Dragged heels over Henry’s request for annulment of marriage to
Catherine.
His enemies saw Anne Boleyn as perfect tool to oust Wolsey. She came
to know that he was standing in the way of the annulment. Henry angry.
Stripped of government office and property, sent to York. Hatched a
secret plot to return England to Rome but this was discovered.
Summoned to London to face treason charges but died on the way
November 29 1530.
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Born Milk Street, London in 1478
Studied Latin and Logic at what would become
Christ Church, Oxford. Then studied law – Bar.
1517 enters King’s service. Knighted in 1521
1523 – speaker of the House of Commons
1525 – Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
1529 Lord Chancellor in place of Wolsey
A friend of Henry and Erasmus
A man of great learning – wrote extensively – Utopia
Helped Henry write his work against Martin Luther
Enemy of reform but opposed to excessive tyranny in monarchs
“Duelled” in writing with Tyndale (in Antwerp); later persecuted him
“Tree of truth” in his garden – had believers bound to it and scourged
Ordered Bilney to be burned and Fryth to be put in the Tower
1530 Refused to acknowledge Henry as Head of the church - treason
Henry had him (his “friend”) put to death in 1535
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Student at Cambridge, Holy orders 1519
Converted through reading Erasmus’ Greek
NT: "Immediately, I felt a marvellous comfort
and quietness"
Bold preacher - great man of prayer
Used by God in conversion of Hugh Latimer and of Barnes
Led to an awakening at Cambridge
Still held orthodox views on Pope, Transubstantiation and Mass but
began to teach against worship of relics and mediation of saints
1526, Wolsey summons him. He swears not to teach Luther's doctrines
1527, sermons draw opposition. Arrested and imprisoned in the Tower
Deluded into thinking he could preserve his life by denying Christ in
order to serve Christ more, he recanted.
Released in 1529, he could no longer live with himself
1531, went back to bold preaching – now in the open air.
Was arrested in Norwich and burned in London, August1531
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Born between 1484 and 1496
Brought up from a child at Oxford
University
Showed great linguistic skill
Converted through reading Erasmus’
Greek NT
Persecuted and fled to Cambridge - joined Bilney
Tutor at Little Sodbury until views threatened the
family
Exercised a wide preaching ministry
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Started translating the New Testament into English
Went first to London, then fled to the continent to
complete the New Testament in 1526.
In Germany, went to Wittenberg and may well have
met with Luther
“Duels” with Thomas More, moves to Antwerp
Began to print lots of NT & export to England
Bishop of London paid handsomely to buy them and
burn them – money supported the growing work
Henry VIII seeks him to attack the Pope
Copy of NT presented to Anne Boleyn
Many attempts to find and arrest or kill him
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Converted at Cambridge under
Tyndale’s ministry
Then Tyndale, Bilney and Fryth
began to preach against Rome
Joined Tyndale in translating the NT from Greek
Then part of the awakening in Cambridge
Called to Oxford by Wolsey to enhance learning!
Subsequently thrown into a dungeon there for heresy
Fryth was released and joined Tyndale in exile - OT
Henry tried to get Fryth back to attack Rome

Hugh Latimer
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Born around 1485, went to Cambridge.
took Holy orders. Zealous Catholic
Converted through Bilney in
confessional!
“I learned more by this confession
than in many years before”
Rose to become king’s chaplain
Spoke and wrote the God’s Word boldly to King
Favoured by Anne Boleyn
Tried before Bishops and refused to recant excommunicated
Dared not execute the King’s chaplain
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Moved on to translate OT,
helped by Fryth
Pentateuch, 1530; Jonah, 1531.
Finally ensnared by a Judaslike character and imprisoned
OT Work carried on by John Rogers
English Bible published just before Tyndale’s death.
Brought to trial, Tyndale defends cause of the Bible
Condemned for heresy, executed 1536 at Vilvorde
“Lord, open the King of England’s eyes”
Henry later ordered an English Bible to be in every
church and doors not locked so all may have access

Felt constrained to return to England to distribute Scripture
himself - came to Reading where he was suspected and placed
in the stocks to reveal his name.
Fled to London. Wrote paper to help someone understand
the Lord’s Supper–it fell into enemy hands
Fled again - itinerant ministry
Fell victim to More’s fanaticism, hunting him down
Caught boarding a boat to return to Tyndale
Before death, used in salvation of More’s brother-in-law!
Cranmer plotted to allow him to escape on the journey to his
trial and execution but Fryth would not.
Burned 4 July 1533
Contributed greatly to the reformation by his work on Bible
translation, his preaching and his writings

Became Bishop of Worcester in 1535
Often denounced by the priests but Henry defended
him
Subsequently had to resign his see - would not accept
the “six articles”
Drawn up by Henry to appease Pope, Emperor and
France and avert invasion.
Transubstantiation, Laity not to receive sacrament
under both kinds, celibacy of priesthood, confessional,
etc.
Detained by the King - probably released. Favoured
under Edward VI
Executed by burning at Oxford (with Nicholas Ridley)
under Mary
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Thomas Cromwell

Born about 1485
Right hand man of Wolsey
Became MP in 1523
Seized opportunity at Wolsey’s fall
Helped the King to increase his power
over the church – Act of Supremacy etc.
Was appointed vicar-general - tremendous influence
Helped in the dissolution of the monasteries
Unable to help save Tyndale although asked to do so
Bent to Henry’s will in execution of some evangelicals
Recommended Anne of Cleves to Henry
Fell from favour and was executed in 1540
Friend of the reformation and of Scripture – published the King’s
injunctions requiring the Bible in English to be set up in every church
for people to read
May have been a true believer - but very political
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Thomas Cranmer
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Born 1489, studied at Cambridge
Studied writings of Erasmus, Luther
and others
Then studied Bible for 3 years
Ultimately converted
Archbishop of Canterbury 1533 (Anne Boleyn)
Would not take the full oath without qualification – he
could not submit to the authority of the Pope
Involved throughout the reign of Henry
Always had reformation at heart but bent before the
will of Henry in some awful acts.
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Weakly defended those about to be executed
Secured King’s agreement to an English Bible
Revealed infidelity of Catherine Howard to the King
Spoke against the 6 articles
Advanced cause as much as possible without losing
his own head.
Henry really seems to have loved him - saved him
from a plot, called for him on deathbed, where
Cranmer urged him to accept Christ
Ultimately executed at Oxford under Mary
After first recanting. Mary wanted him burned
anyway, for annulling Henry and Catherine’s marriage
“This unworthy right hand” “This hand has offended”

Any Questions?
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